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AN ADAPTER TO MAKE YOUR TRUSTY
NI-CD CHARGER COMPATIBLE WITH LIPOS.
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You jest! Not really. A prototype device from Sid Kaufman (SLK Electronics - the ElectriCalc
people) that found its way to the Battery Lab that does just that. We found some minor
glitches in the pre-production sample and worked them out with Sid. Sid replaced this with
another unit; making some code adjustments, and the problem was resolved.
The LiPoDapter, as it is called, is connected between your LiPo pack and just about any
charger with output voltage and current needed for the LiPo you want to charge. It
conservatively counts the number of cells. While you are setting it up, the green LED blinks
number of cells. Should the number of cells indicated be low you simply tap the
programming button to add a cell.
Once you have verified the number of cells you then hold down the program button for 5
seconds until the red LED comes on, blinking the number of cells to confirm your setting and
indicating you are connected to the charger. Then you set your charger to the desired
charge current.
As the cut-off voltage limit (4.15-4.2 volts/cell) is reached the red LED stops blinking and
the green LED comes on indicating the charge is complete and the charger is disconnected.
I found it worked on any Ni-Cd/Ni-Mh charger I had in my collection - even the Alpha 4 (on
N function). The unit is packaged in 6-mil clear heat shrink and is available in either a single
unit or a dual unit for charging two LiPos at once.
The units tested do have a drawback. The LiPoDapter has what we could call a hard cut off
once it reaches the cutoff voltage. If you are charging at higher rates, such as 1C
recommended by most manufacturers, the LiPoDapter charges the pack only about 70%.
Most Lipo chargers employ a tapering current as they approach cut off, what we would term
as a soft cut off. If you use a lower charge current you will get to a higher level of charge,
but that will take some time.

For more information see http://www.slkelectronics.com/lipodapter/index.htm
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Summary

You may remember we ran an article not
Using VRC yet?
that long ago asking about the value of
Why not? After all, simulators; you can read that here. Well, as
i...

30% PT-17
Stearman ARF
(U.S. ARMY)

Some may call me lucky. I would agree!
One of the reasons that the PT-17 is so
close to my heart is that I have a personal
co...

Bomberfield USA 27th Annual B-17 Every year, the end of the summer brings
the big birds back to Monaville, TX, for a
2015
Gathering
festive fly-in weekend at the local RC si...

HeliMax

Voltage 500 3D

This quad is absolutely not for the faint of
heart, but if you·re an established heli pilot
with some experience under your b...

RCTECH

Reliving the
excitement of
your fir

Can you remember the moment you got
your first RC car? I can remember, as a ten
year old boy, walking into my first real
hobb...
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This Is Only
Asking For
Problems.

Or Is It?

How many times has this happened to you?
You just finished building your new pride
and joy and you are now installing your el...
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Estes

Proto Z

So it's the middle of winter, or the wind is
blowing like crazy outside. YOU have an itch
to fly something - what do you reac...
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Dromida

Vista FPV

Is there anyone out there that didn't love
the Dromida Ominus FPV? Released early on 09/25/2015
in 2015, the Ominus FPV quickly became a...

HUBSAN

X4 Pro - Ready to A sleek, styled quad-copter available in an
Fly FPV Quadcoter FPV or Deluxe setup. What you plan to use
the X4 for will determine which version...
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ST Model

The Arcus M by ST model is here to change
the status-quo by introducing high-end
options in a compact and affordable
airframe...
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Seagull Models, distributed by SIG
manufacturing in the US, has recently
introduced their own version of this
prop-driven mil...
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You have been playing around with your RC
cars for a while and you think you are ready
to take the plunge into the RC Racing ...
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Arcus M

Seagull Models

T-34 Mentor

RCTECH

10 Things you
have to know to
start

Schuur

Speed Extreme
SPEC V3 17.5T
Brushle

Just about every big race you attend or hear
about, you almost always find a class where 09/13/2015
the motor is specified as being 17.5...

RCGF

120cc Twin
While RC gas engines have been around for
Cylinder Gasoline quite a while, the demand for high quality
Engine
twin cylinder variants is fairly recent....
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Seagull Models

This is the first in a series of Seagull aircraft
Radial Rocket ARF that I will be reviewing for RCUniverse. Like
the rest of the models that w...

09/13/2015
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